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Custom Closets

The bedroom is the most personal room in the home and the closet is an extension of that. It’s where your day begins and ends. Where your energies align and the sense of harmony and balance shape your day.

Three distinctive systems to choose from

Everyday Collection™

If you want an easy answer to closet clutter, our Everyday Collection™ is right for you. It’s basic yet useful design will give your closet a fresh look at a great price.

Classic Collection™

Combine simplicity and style with our Classic Collection™. It unites essential organization with stylish design to create the closet you’ve been looking for.

Regency Collection™

The Regency Collection™ is excellence in closet design. It’s progressive details and refined beauty not only create a closet, but a complete area of organization sure to satisfy even the most extravagant tastes.

Premium Package

Available for Classic and Regency Collections™ only. Featuring inset doors and drawers. All shelves and panels come with Soft edge and includes Accent Top Shelf.
Everyday Collection Closet

Offering excellence both in value and practicality, this bedroom closet includes a Belt Rack and Tie Rack, adjustable Shelves behind Lucite doors, easily accessible Drawers, Tilt-Out Hamper and Shoe Shelves.

From concept to finish, we are with you every step of the way.
Everyday Collection™ Walk in Closet

Match form and function with this Walk-in Closet. This system includes Tilt-Out Hamper and Security Drawer to protect your valuables.
Everyday Collection® Walk in Closet

Compliment your personal style with this traditional look. This Everyday Collection Walk-in Closet comes with Deco Doors and Drawers and includes a Tilt-Out Hamper, Slanted Shoe Shelves and stylish Crown and Base Molding to complete the look.
Classic Collection® Walk in Closet

Structure and style best define this Classic Walk-in Closet. This system includes a built-in Tilt-Out Hamper, Deco Doors and Drawers and stylish Crown and Base Molding to compliment your home.
Regency Collection - Walk in Closet

Make a statement with the rich look of this Regency Walk-in Closet. This system incorporates 1 1/8" thick panels with ¾" Shelving for a look that is bold and sophisticated. Combine style and function with a Tilt-Out Hamper, Deco Doors with Fluted Glass Inserts, Deco Drawers and Crown and Base Molding for a beautiful finish.
Everyday Collection® Closet

Give a favorable and functional shape to your space with the simplistic and clean look of this design. System includes Drawers, Shelves, Shoe Shelves and various hanging heights to accommodate coats, jackets, shirts and slacks.
Everyday Collection® Closet

Harmonize your decorating style with this Everyday Closet. Designed and built with Deco Drawers and Doors with Matte Glass Inserts, Slanted Shoe Shelves, Chrome Wire Baskets, Deco Crown and Base Molding.
Everyday Collection™
Bedroom Closets

^ Bedroom Closet without Backing with Slanted Shoe Shelves and Chrome Wire Basket

< Bedroom Closet, Lucite Doors, Drawers, Slanted Shoe Shelves, Chrome Wire Basket and Cedar Backing
Everyday Collection™
Walk in Closet

Walk in Closet in a Melamine Finish with Accent Top Shelf, Lucite Doors, Adjustable Shelves, Drawers with Polished Chrome Arch Handles and plenty of hanging space.
Everyday Collection™
Walk in Closet
Featuring
Island with Bench

Uncompromisingly crafted, this Walk-in Closet is accented with Crown and Base Molding, Deco Doors and Drawers, Slanted Shoe Shelves and an optional Island with Sitting Bench and Drawers.
Everyday Collection Walk In Closet with Island

An elegantly designed showpiece, this Everyday Closet is spacious and well crafted. Includes Deco Doors with Glass Inserts, Crown and Base Molding, Slanted Shoe Shelves behind Deco Glass Doors and an Island with easily accessible Deco Drawers.
Everyday Collection™ Walk in Closet

Tastefully designed, this Everyday Walk-in Closet comes with Deco Doors and Drawers, convenient Slanted Shoe Shelves, an Island with Deco Drawers and a Tilt-Out Hamper.
Classic Collection™ Closet with Premium Package

Express your personal style with this well-crafted Classic Premium Bedroom Closet. This exceptional design includes Deco Drawers and Doors with Fluted Glass Inserts, Deco Slanted Shoe Shelves and Crown and Base Molding.
Classic Collection Closet

The contemporary look of this Classic Bedroom Closet is appealing to the eye and your sense of decorative style. The simple and straightforward design of this system adds function to your home storage. System includes Matte Chrome Round Rods and Knobs.
Classic Collection™ Walk in Closet

Suited to meet your needs, this Classic Walk-in Closet is featured with Deco Doors and Drawers, Tilt-Out Hamper, Valet Rod, and stylish Crown and Base Molding.

Adjustable Shelves

Valet Rod
Classic Collection Walk in Closet with Premium Package

The luxurious look and traditional styling of our Classic Collection creates an elegant environment that compliments your taste. This system comes with Inset Deco Doors with Bronze Glass Inserts, Deco Drawers, Tilt-Out Hamper and eye-catching Crown and Base Molding.
Classic Collection: Walk in Closet with Premium Package

Walk in Closet in a Melamine Finish, Deco Doors with Bronze Glass, Deco Drawers, Tilt-out Hamper, Brushed Brass Knobs, Deco Top and Bottom Molding.
Regency Collection Closet with Premium Package

The form and structure of this Regency Premium Bedroom Closets will suit your needs in style. By combining Deco Display Drawers, Deco Doors with Matte Glass Inserts along with Synergy-Matte Chrome Rods, a Pant Rack, Belt and Tie Racks and Display Shoe Shelves, you have a fashionable space that is truly unique.
Regency Collection
Walk in Closet

Walk in Closet in a Melamine, Finish, Deco Doors with Fluted Glass, Deco Drawers, Tilt-out Hampers, Island with Drawers and Countertop, Crown and Base Molding
Regency Collection™
Walk in Closet

Quality craftsmanship and style makes this Regency Collection Walk-in Closet with our Premium Package the finest in home organization. And the Adjustable Shelves, Deco Doors and Drawers, Crown and Base Molding make it a true Closets by Design® gem.
Synergy Pant Racks

- SYNP18 - 18” pant rack 12 hangers
- SYNP24 - 24” pant rack 18 hangers
- SYNP30 - 30” pant rack 24 hangers
- CLIPS - 24 pack (black) 2 required per hanger
- HANGER - 6 pack (black) wire pant hanger

Allow 24” to 32” of vertical space for wire pant rack

Available in: Polished Chrome, Matte Chrome, Polished Brass, Matte Brass, Satin Nickle or Oil Rubbed Bronze

Hampers with Removable Black Nylon Bag

- TOH18 - 18” tilt out hamper 1 bag
- TOH24 - 24” tilt out hamper 1 bag
- TOH30 - 30” tilt out hamper 1 bag with divider

Shelf Fence

- FEN11 - 11” fence (12”-14” wide shelf)
- FEN17 - 17” fence (18”-20” wide shelf)
- FEN23 - 23” fence (24”-26” wide shelf)
- FEN29 - 29” fence (30”-32” wide shelf)

Shelf fence is not available for any pull-out shelf

Available in: Polished Chrome, Matte Chrome, Polished Brass or Black Pearl
Synergy Valet Rods

SYNV12 - 12” valet rod
Available in: Polished Chrome, Matte Chrome, Polished Brass, Matte Brass, Satin Nickle or Oil Rubbed Bronze

Synergy Tie Racks

SYNT12 - 12” sliding 17 hook tie rack
SYNV14 - 14” sliding 20 hook tie rack
Available in: Polished Chrome, Matte Chrome, Polished Brass, Matte Brass, Satin Nickle or Oil Rubbed Bronze

Synergy Belt Racks

SYNB12 - 12” sliding 5 hook belt rack
SYNB15 - 14” sliding 6 hook belt rack
Available in: Polished Chrome, Matte Chrome, Polished Brass, Matte Brass, Satin Nickle or Oil Rubbed Bronze

Black Pearl Valet Rods

BPV12 - 12” valet rod
BPV14 - 14” valet rod

Black Pearl Tie Racks

BPT12 - 12” sliding 12 hook tie rack
BPT14 - 14” sliding 16 hook tie rack
Available in: Black Pearl only

Black Pearl Belt Racks

BPB12 - 12” sliding 5 hook belt rack
BPB14 - 14” sliding 7 hook belt rack
Available in: Black Pearl only

Synergy Round Rods

RRPC polished chrome
RRPB polished brass
RRMC matte chrome
RRMB matte brass
RRORB oil rubbed bronze
RRSN satin nickle
Deco

Deco Doors with Glass Inserts  Deco Doors with Fluted Glass Inserts  Deco toe Strip  Crown Molding  Base Molding  Deco Door and Drawers

Accessories

Storage Hooks  Security Drawer  Lateral File Drawers  Display Drawers  Space Drawers

Pull-out Ironing Board  Wall Mounted Ironing Board  Pull-down Rod  Glass Shelf
Garage Cabinets, Flooring and Wall Organizing Systems

The garage is more than just a shelter for our vehicles. The garage is where we store household goods, athletic gear, gardening supplies and tools. It’s where your projects come alive, where you recycle and where you build things. And more importantly, it is where you exit and enter your home everyday.

Four garage systems to choose from

**Everyday II**
- Exterior: White Melamine (Panels, doors, drawers)
- Interior: Natural (Shelves and backing)
- Aluminum trim for added shelf support
- 3/4" Straight edge panels and shelves

**Regency II**
- Exterior: White Melamine (Panels, doors, drawers)
- Interior: Natural (Shelves and backing)
- 3/4" Straight edge panels
- 3/4" Soft edge doors and drawers
- 1 1/8" Straight edge shelves

**Classic II**
- Exterior: White Melamine (Panels, doors, drawers)
- Interior: Natural (Shelves and backing)
- Aluminum trim for added shelf support
- 3/4" Straight edge panels and shelves
- 3/4" Soft edge doors and drawers

**Silver II**
- Exterior: Black Melamine (Panels, shelves and drawer boxes)
- Interior: Black Melamine
- Door and Drawer Faces: Brushed Aluminum
- Deco: #300 or #400
- Includes: 6" Satin Nickel Bar Pull handles, ball bearing slides and aluminum trim for added shelf support.

**designwall**
- designwall® is a complete wall storage and organization system for garages, utility and laundry rooms.

**designfloor**
- designfloor® garage tiles are a simple solution for turning your garage into another room of your house. designfloor® is offered in two different types of tile, each providing you with a large selection of colors, styles and patterns to make your garage the envy of your neighborhood.
Garage Cabinets

Take your garage a step further and transform it into your workshop, garden center or arts and crafts room; all with plenty of storage space. Expand your options with this L-Shaped Garage Cabinet arrangement with Deco Doors and Drawers. Shown with designwall™, Racor™ wall mount organizers and easy to maintain Traxtile™ Flooring in Grey.
EverydayII™ Garage Cabinets

Take back your parking space with this spacious U-Shaped EverydayII™ Garage System. This design offers abundant vertical storage space with easy accessibility. Designed with Double-Decker Extra Deep Upper Cabinets over Tall Cabinets for additional out of the way storage overhead. Our below the counter Rolling Cabinet enables you to store your tools and craft supplies and roll it up close to your project for easy reach. Shown with Racor™ Wall Accessories, Workbenches with easy to maintain Laminate Countertops with designwall™ and Flextile™ in a Slate Pattern for your floor.
ClassicII™ Garage Cabinets

For mechanical tasks and wood-shop projects, this ClassicII™ Garage Cabinet System offers plenty of work and storage space. Cabinets shown include Soft Edge Doors and Drawers with Matte Nickel Handles and Knobs, a workbench with a Butcher-Block Countertop with designwall™ for wall storage, a 1 1/8" Top Shelf for additional storage and Flextile™ in a Coin Pattern to complete the look.
Regency II Garage Cabinets

A garage is more than just shelter for your vehicles, that’s why we custom design and build our Garage Systems based on your specific needs. This Regency II™ Garage System includes Deco Doors and Drawers, a Recycling Center, a Workbench with a Deco Valance and Laminate Countertop. Small Crown molding, designwall™, and our Flextile™ in a Slate Pattern turn an ordinary garage into a showplace.
Garage Cabinets

Get your storage system working with this task ready garage. This system is designed with Butcher Block Countertops with designwall™, built in Recycling Center and a combination of Tall, Upper and Lower Cabinets with Deco Doors and Drawers. Finished off with a stylish Traxtile™ that’s both easy to clean and pleasing to the eye.
A stylish design, this Regency II™ Garage System is designed with Bar Pull Handles on Tall and Upper Cabinetry that also allows ample storage above. This selection has designwall™ with Accessories and a Deco Valance over the Workbench. The Red Laminate Countertop compliments the Black-with-Red Accented Traxtile™ flooring.

Regency II Garage Cabinets

System designed to accommodate a garage door railing with Flextile™ Diamond Pattern flooring.
Garage Cabinets

When it comes to home storage, it’s all about maximizing your available space, both vertically and horizontally. Neatly store your athletic gear, tools, household goods and seasonal items on sturdy shelves inside these Tall Cabinets, all behind closed doors.
Garage Cabinets

Finding creative ways to manage your home storage space is so important, Closets by Design® can help you do this with our custom Garage Cabinets. Any garage can be maximized to hold more than you might imagine with Tall Storage Cabinets, Upper Cabinets, Drawers and Shelves. Shown here with a Laminate Countertop with sturdy Pegboard Backing for organizing your tools above the Workbench.
Garage Cabinets

This spiffy Garage Cabinet System is complimented with Tall, Upper and Lower Cabinets, an Optional Platform, a nicely functional Laminate Workbench, and Pegboard for extra organization options.
Garage Cabinets

Turn your garage into a fully functional yet efficient workroom that offers valuable counter space, shelving and storage. Recessed Cabinets above the Workbench give you ample room to make your project come to life. Cabinets shown with Deco Drawers and Doors, Deco Doors with Glass Inserts and Crown Molding for a nice finish.
Garage Cabinets

Transform a cluttered and inefficient garage into a Closets by Design® Garage. Make the most of your storage space with our Tall and Upper Cabinets with Adjustable Shelves, Doors and Lower Cabinets with Drawers. This system is design and built on an Optional Platform and Workbench with Pegboard Backing for your tools.

48” Wide Tall Cabinets

Pull-out Trays Behind Doors
Garage Cabinets

A Closets by Design® garage will cut down the clutter dramatically. This Floor-Based System designed with plenty of counter and storage space is ideal for any home. Whether your hobbies include gardening or woodworking, this system can accommodate your needs.

Sliding Chrome Wire Baskets Behind Doors
Blind Corner Cabinet
Available with Pegboard
SilverII Garage Cabinets

Stunning is one way that describes this masterpiece. The SilverII™ Garage System comes in Black Melamine with Brushed Aluminum Deco Door and Drawer fronts. Always included with SilverII™ are stylish Bar Pull Handles, Ball Bearing Slides and matching Black Drawer Boxes. Featuring an Extra-Wide Workbench with Black Microdot HPL Formica® Countertop and designwall™, this system also offers a thick 1 1/8” Top Shelf for additional storage space above the cabinets. Traxtile™ Flooring in Silver and Grey with Black Accent makes this more than just a garage.
SilverII Garage Cabinets

Modern, durable and functional, this SilverII™ Garage System is designed in Black Melamine with Brushed-Aluminum Deco-400 Door and Drawer Fronts. Featuring Laminate Countertop with designwall™ and Valance over the spacious Workbench. This system is completed with a Traxtile™ in Silver-Grey, with Blue Accent to match the Countertop and Valance.
Garage Cabinets

This SilverII™ Garage System in Black Melamine with Brushed-Aluminum Deco400 Door and Drawer Fronts features an L-Shaped Butcher-Block Countertop with designwall™ and Valance over the Workbench. With 6” Bar-Pull Handles and storage under the countertop, tools and supplies are easily accessible. The Flextile™ Flooring is in Light-Grey, with a Diamond-Plate Pattern.
**Traxtile Flooring**

15.75” x 15.75”

**Color Options**

- Silver
- Grey
- Black
- Red
- Blue
- Brown
- Mocha

**Available Designs**

1 | One Color  
2 | Two Colors  
3 | Two Colors  
4 | Two Colors  
5 | Two Colors plus Accent  
6 | Two Colors plus Accent  
7 | Two Colors  
8 | Two Colors

**Flextile Flooring**

Diamond Plate Pattern  

20” x 20”

Coin Pattern  

20” x 20”

Slate Pattern  

18” x 18”

**Color Options Diamond and Coin Patterns**

- Light Grey
- Dark Grey
- Black
- Red
- Blue
- Yellow
- Tan
- Olive
- Brown
- Navajo
- Pumpkin
- Lime Green

**Color Options Slate Pattern**

- Light Grey
- Dark Grey
- Black
- Red
- Navy Blue
- Tan
- Olive
- Sandstone
- Brown
- Navajo
- Pumpkin
- Lime Green

**Environmentally Friendly.** We use recycled materials and our product is Recyclable.

Number of floor tiles and placement of design will vary based on the size of the garage and tile chosen. Bevel Edge Profile comes standard at the garage car door entry with Traxtile”, Flextile” Diamond plate and Flextile” Coin Patterns. Bevel Edge Profile is not necessary with Flextile” Slate. Above drawings are not to scale.
designwall® Wall Organizing Accessories

- **Sporting**
  - HSGAHB Golf Accessory Holder
  - HSTAH Tennis Accessory Holder
  - HSFRH Fishing Rod Holder
  - HSH05B 5" Bike Hook
  - HSHBR Horizontal Bike Rack

- **Garage**
  - HSSAR Sports Accessory Rack
  - HSSR Plastic Sports Rack
  - HSHLD Hose Holder
  - HSPTHB Paper Towel Holder

- **Wire Shelves**
  - HSS1424B 14" x 24" Wire Shelf
  - HSS1448B 14" x 48" Wire Shelf
  - HSS324B Slanted Shoe Shelf

- **Safety Products**
  - HSFES Fire Extinguisher
  - HSFA105 First Aid Kit
  - HSSDHB Screwdriver Rack
  - HSSTRB Small Tool Rack
  - HSH13THB 13" Magnetic Tool Bar
  - HSH03SB 3-Hook Tool Rack - 24"

HandiSolutions™ offers a line of safety products to complement any garage storage system. The inside-the-garage mounted mirrors provide vehicular safety views for both behind and in front of vehicles. With the addition of the fire extinguisher and first aid kit, your customers will be prepared for emergency situations.
Accessory Kits

HSBAK  Basic Accessory Kit  (21)

HSIAKL  Intermediate Accessory Kit  (33)

HSWBK  Work Bench Accessory Kit  (9)

designwall™ Colors
Maple  White  Black  Gray
Racor Wall Mount Accessories

**PBR-1R  Sports Rack**
Stores balls, bats and gloves in one convenient location
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**PS-2   Ski Rack**
Store up to two pairs of skis and poles.
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**PS-3R  Ski Rack**
Store up to three pairs of skis and poles.
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**PPK-1  Parking Guide**
Park perfectly every time
Unique tongue design holds mat in place. Use on all types of cars and trucks. Only one mat needed per vehicle.
Lifetime warranty

**PFR-4R   Fishing Rod Rack**
Store 4 fishing rods and reels vertically or horizontally. Can also be hung on ceiling.
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**PG-2R  Golf Rack**
Stores two bags with clubs and two pairs of golf shoes in one convenient place.
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty
Racor Wall Mount Accessories

**HFB-2  Horizontal Folding Bike Rack**
Stores one bicycle of any style/ Folds flat when not in use.
Handy shelf for helmet and accessories
Useful for light repair and maintenance.
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

Dimensions: 27 ¼"W x 13 ½"H x 2 ¾”D

**PIW-IR  Bike Hanger**
Store any style bike on the wall or ceiling
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**BR-2  Bicycle Storage Rack**
The BR-2 bike rack gives you an ingenious solution for storing bikes and equipment. Molded rubber hook guards protect the wheel rim and exclusive “security loop” helps prevent theft when used with a cable lock. The BR-2 holds two bikes. Two large shelves allow convenient storage of accessories. Made of solid steel with a durable epoxy finish, the Racor BR-2 has a lifetime warranty.

Dimensions: 27”W x 16”H x 9”D

**PSB-IR  Folding Bike Rack**
Stores one bicycle of any style/ Folds flat when not in use.
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**B-1  Solo Bike Rack**
The solo Bike Rack by Racor provides an ideal way to hang any style of bike off the floor and out of the way. Molded rubber hook guards protect the wheel rim and exclusive “security loop” helps prevent theft when used with a cable lock. The B-1 Solo holds one bike vertically. Made of solid steel with a durable epoxy finish, the B-1 has a lifetime warranty.

Dimensions: 3 1/8”W x 9 5/8”H x 4 3/8”D

**SR-2  Ski Storage Rack**
For the ultimate in ski equipment storage, the SR-2 is the answer. Organize two sets of skis, boots and poles with this premium quality Racor rack. Made of sturdy, heavy gauge solid steel with a durable epoxy finish, the SR-2 Ski Storage Rack has a lifetime warranty.

Dimensions: 20”W x 16”H x 9”D

Racor® Wall Mount Accessories

**PIW-IR Bike Hanger**
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**B-1 Solo Bike Rack**
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty

**SR-2 Ski Storage Rack**
Durable epoxy finish
Easy installation
Lifetime warranty
Home Offices

Your Home Office is where you create, work and communicate. The digital age is upon us; your home workspace and the elements that surround it are fast becoming one more refuge in your home sanctuary.
Infinity Home Office

Whether you are running a company or taking care of household business our Infinity™ Office System is for you. This design comes with Deco Doors and Drawers, Crown and Base Molding, Brushed Chrome Knobs and Laminate Countertop.
Infinity™ Home Office

The Infinity™ Home Office System is more than just a home office workstation; it’s a workspace environment. Our home offices can be custom designed for any space, large or small. This system with Deco Doors and Drawers, Crown and Base Molding, Oil-Rubbed Bronze Knobs, and a Laminate Countertop will help you get organized.
Infinity™ Home Office

By creating good workspace at home you inspire creativity and increase productivity. This Infinity™ Home Office System features countertop space, multiple drawers and shelves that allow you to store and display items within easy reach.
Infinity™ Office

Work equals passion. Create an office system that gives you the space to get organized and inspired. This creative space comes with Deco Doors with Matte Glass Inserts, spacious Drawers, Top and Bottom Molding, Stainless Steel Handles and a Laminate Countertop.
Infinity™ Multi-Work Station

These days, it seems the whole family is hard at work. Whether doing homework, surfing the web or managing your investments there is plenty of room for everyone. This combination of cabinets, file drawers and desktop space makes this a great family home office solution.
Infinity™ Home Office

Exercise your mind and nourish your soul with this Infinity™ Office System. Shown here with Deco Doors and Drawers, Satin Nickel Knobs and a Laminate Countertop with a Chrome-Leg Supported Peninsula ideal for joint projects.
Your home office should reflect your sense of style and the way you work. Make a statement with this traditional looking Infinity™ Office System with Deco Drawers, Deco Doors shown with Fluted Glass, Crown and Base Molding, Crystal Brass Knobs and a Laminate Countertop.
Infinity™ Home Office with Peninsula

Convert a small corner space into a home office with an Infinity™ Home Office System. This system is shown with a Laminate Extended Peninsula Top, Contemporary Style Doors and Drawers, Deco Top and Base Molding, and sharp Matte Black Handles to complete the look.
Let Closets by Design™ make the most of an unused corner by creating useful workspace. This system is featured with Deco Doors and Drawers, Crown and Base Molding, Antique Finish Brass Knobs and a Laminate Countertop.
Maximize the use of your space with a foldaway designbed™ System.

Customizable, multi-functional and ideal for small spaces, designbed™ offers creative space saving solutions for any home.
Designbed™ with Desk

Multi-task with this stylish yet fully functional office by day and bedroom by night. This system offers spacious File Drawers, Upper Cabinets with Deco Doors with Glass Inserts, and Lower Cabinets with Deco Doors and Drawers. Also features Deco Top Molding and a Nightstand for your personal items.
Single Designbed™ with Single Bed

Take an open-ended approach and turn a wall into a den with this designbed™. This system features a Single Bed, Lower Cabinets with Deco Doors and Drawers, Upper Cabinets with Deco Doors with Glass Inserts. Display photos and books on these eye-catching Glass Shelves with Display Lights.

Brushed Nickel Handles with Chestnut Leather Trim
Accent Top Shelf included
Designbed™ with Double Bed

This is a simple idea with big features. Nightstand and Upper Cabinets feature Deco Doors finished with Contemporary Matte-Nickel 5" Handles.

Accent Top Shelf

Nightstand with Storage Space
Designbed™ with Double Bed

Covert any area of your home into a bedroom. This Closets by Design® system is designed for making the most of a small space with cabinets for hanging your clothes and drawers for storing items. Features Deco Doors and Drawers, Crown and Base Molding, and Oil-Rubbed, Bronze Bar Pull Handles for a look that compliments your home.

designbed™
Utility Rooms

Pantries
Laundries
Hobby Centers
Pantry

Create a Pantry and make it easier to find what you need. This Pantry design is ideal when you have limited space. Featured with Lucite Front Drawers, Pullout Tray, Baskets, Adjustable L-Shaped Shelves and Slatwall with Accessories.
Pantry

Great meals are easy to create when you have the ingredients at your fingertips. Tastefully designed, this system has smart ideas like Rolling Can Storage Shelves, Scalloped Wine Racks and Storage Slots for your large trays.
Butlers Pantry

Your fine crystals and china deserve this beautiful Closets by Design™ Butler’s Pantry. Featured with Deco Glass Doors and Wine Racks and finished with Crown and Base Molding.
Mud Room

The mud room acts as the barrier between the elements of the outdoors and indoors. This design comes with Shelves, Hanging Rods, Drawers, Hooks and Sliding Chrome-Wire Baskets.
Laundry Room

A Laundry Room that can easily handle the essential tasks of any household. Convenient Wall-Mount Ironing Board also matches the Deco Doors and Drawers, along with Crown and Base Molding, this Laundry Room makes it easy to dry, fold and sort.
Hobby Center with Gift Wrap Station

Dedicate an area of your home to hands-on creativity with a Hobby Center. Cleverly designed to store your arts and craft supplies, this system includes ample counter space, useful Baskets, Slatwall, Vertical Slots and a handy Gift Wrap Station.